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Recruiting Agent on Global Scale by DSMAC, Owning Chinese 

Largest Crusher Spare Parts Manufacturing Base 

 

 

DSMAC, which owns China largest crusher parts manufacture base, is recruiting agent on 

global scale. They are sincerely looking forward to cooperating with you, and achieve the 

win-win situation. To be DSMAC agent, an investment opportunity you can’t let go.  

 

 

 

Treasure our clients, bring them wealth and happiness! DSMAC target. 

 

 

 

As a leading manufacturer of stone crusher and its spare parts in China, DSMAC products 

cover the mine, quarry, cement, construction and other industries areas. Now about the 

crusher spare parts, DSMAC is recruiting agents all over the world. 

 

Great advantage of DSMAC crusher parts 

“Patent product” can ensure the quality. The new type composite wear-resisting hammer 

head is the newest patent, which is applied the AMC (Super High Manganese/Tungsten 

and Titanium alloy composite materials), can be used in hard condition of series abrasion. 

Also DSMAC the other crusher parts, the impact crusher blow bar is manufactured with 

high chromium composite materials, the new type jaw crusher parts jaw plate is 

manufactured super high manganese steel. Therefore the service life of DSMAC crusher 

parts has 50~100% longer than those made of traditional high manganese steel. 

http://www.dsmacspareparts.com/crusher-spares/
http://www.dsmacspareparts.com/parts/blowbars/
http://www.dsmacspareparts.com/parts/jaw/
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Other crusher spare parts are available. DSMAC also can manufacture cone crusher 

concave and mantle, roller for roller press, liner plate for crusher and ball mill, high 

manganese steel rotor for the hammer crusher, crusher liner plate and grate plate, etc. 

 

What’s more, DSMAC also can process with supplied drawings or samples. Famous 

brands crusher spare parts DSMAC can offer including Metso crusher parts, Sandvik 

crusher parts, TEREX, Telsmith, Parker, Powerscreen, Goodwin Barsby™, Hart’l, 

Hazemag, Hewitt Robins, HMH Rubblemaster, HRI... 

 

Huge benefit to be DSMAC crusher parts agent 

Since the global crushing equipment market is tending towards saturation, the crusher 

spare parts will have more broad market for belonging to the quick-wear part. 

 

DSMAC will offer the most preferential price for the agent. In the regional market 

competition of crusher spare part, the agent will have more advantage. Furthermore, the 

agent has right to deal with all the business in your area.  

 

DSMAC products can cover the cement, mining, coal and construction industries areas. 

The company also produces jaw crusher, impact crusher, cone crusher, hammer crusher, 

feeding and screening machine, complete stone production line, etc. To be DSMAC agent, 

you will get the best price of all these crushing machines.  

 

 
 

Every year’s large international industry exhibitions will provide a good communication 

platform for the tripartite: DSMAC, agent, agent customer base. Such as the Electra 

Mining Africa 2012, Brazil engineering machinery exhibition, Bauma China 2010 and 2011, 

DSMAC had set up excellent image. 

http://www.dsmacspareparts.com/parts/concaves/
http://www.dsmacspareparts.com/agent/
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So far, DSMAC already has four agents in Columbia, Kenya, Thailand, Georgia. And 

DSMAC crusher spare parts have been successfully exported to Africa, South America, 

Western Europe, Central Asia and North America, totally more than 50 countries and 

areas. To be DSMAC agent, it's an excellent opportunity for you to begin the investment in 

the modern mining industry. Join us, let us make things better. 

 

ABOUT DSMAC  

Founded in 1997, DSMAC has been a global leading manufacturer of crushing, feeding 

and screening equipment; especially wear-resistant part is well known for good toughness, 

super wear resistant and longer service-life. With the impressive 128,000 square meter 

factory space fully equipped with CNC machines, spectrometers, welding machines 

imported from Germany, DSMAC can offer 280 sets of crushers, 30,000 tons of crusher 

parts and any orders in 15-30 days. Besides, there are also a professional R&D group 

consisting of 55 engineers who have already researched products with 28 patents, 

therefore DSMAC can provide the limestone crusher with the largest output and crusher 

rotor and hammer head with up to four times the life span of those of our competitors, 

which has been exported to more than 20 countries. 

 

More information about DSMAC is available at http://www.dsmacspareparts.com 

More pictures about crusher spare parts is at http://crusher-spare-parts.com/gallery/  

 

DSMAC Group 

Lerry Liu, Chief Marketing Officers 

Phone: +86-371-6789-7681 

E-mail: dsmaccrusher@gmail.com 

Skype: dsmac1997 

MSN: dscrusher@hotmail.com 
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